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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present a new density–based topology optimization [1] method based on a
penalized pseudo–spectral Navier–Stokes method proposed by [2]. In this approach, the solid
or fluid parts of the computational domain are parametrized using the design variables, which
are in particular the penalization parameter. Hence, the equations of flow are simply modified
for this purpose, instead of demand for mesh modification. The sensitivities are efficiently and
accurately computed using an iterative process without the use of common approaches such as
discrete adjoint method or Automatic Differentiation (AD). The accuracy of the sensitivities are
also validated by means of the finite differencing method, which is controlled by the convergence
stopping criteria. The Globally–Convergant Method of Moving asymptotes (GCMMA) [3] has
been used to solve the optimization problem.

We use our proposed tool to enhance the performance of microfluidic devices, particularly pin–fin
micro heat exchangers, by investigation of optimal topologies, since it is known that the geometry
and arrangement of pinned fins considerably affect the performance. The overall performance
of micro heat exchangers are measured mainly by the heat transfer rate and the total pressure
drop which is required to be supplied by micro pumps. Our focus in this work is the latter;
however, by minimizing the pressure drop and using the same pressure supply, heat transfer rate
could be also enhanced.

We will present that the proposed approach is a reliable and capable tool for achieving the
optimal topologies, in terms of drag minimization. We will study three cases: first, optimization
of a cylindrical pin–fin for minimum drag with a constraint on volume, second is similar to the
first case except the topology optimization process is started from zero solid zones (nothing),
and lastly, we attempt to modify topology of a fixed initial design by adding new solid parts in
order to minimize drag, with no volume constraint. All test cases are studied for two different
alignments, in–line and rotated (staggered) cases.
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